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4-BSTRACT

.,'Commercial broadcasting seeks to4maximize profit by
deirelopingCottong position in the marketplace and by attraOting the.

audiences eAvertisers are likely to pay the ao&t to readh. .

Broaddast 4, ADM servers many societal functiOns: it sells products,
Series as-111 cator alid.babybitter, and enkerteins and dedates.'More
people will:be served by broadcasting where, As a.system, it is
diverse and supplia the audience with' many choices. The structure of
broadcasting'in the Bnited States is shaped by the regulatory
environment-in which it operates durrentIy, this ervironeent
Ancludes-regular renelwal hearings At which stations may be required
to prottde sope indieation that their operatiOns arein the public
interest Some regulatory alternatives to current regulationis nOw
being considered,vould extend the terms of licenses for radio and ,

television, loosen ownerstip.limits, reduce.content regulation, and .
raise license fees. in alternetive propostl to Axe regulations and,
bees to increase liversity includes etcouraging-technology-to make
'use of narrower baqds, aubsidixing.sockally desirable program .

.Oategories, encourOing diversity in ownership; helping fund
4

alternative program production sources, and providing, guaranteed
insulated funding for noncommercial broadcast-station's ,nd production
centers, (TJ), .
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ComMercihl browicasting in America serve8 a multitude

of audiencesknd purposes. It exists to make broadcasters

money, but it is0.1r-. than that. lindetd, Secretary of
\

Commerce Herbert Hoover noteds

Radio communication is not to be considered as merely

a business carried on for private gain, for private

adivertisement, or for entertainment of the curious. It

is a public cbncern impressed with thie public trust

and tO be considered primarily from the standpoint of

public interest. . . .1

Broadcasting provides the public with informatiori and
0

entertainment. Serving the public and turning a profit are

often two distinct functions, functions that are" often at

odds with each other. That being the case, it is difficult

to operationaliy identify.arAlefLine the "best?' broadcast

system. Yet is is presumably the "best" that is the goal

Al

of ani scheme of,broadcast regulation.

After a brief look at the roles 'anti goals commercial

broadcasting is expected to fulfill, attention will 'be

turned to the-regulatory structure that largely shapes

broadcasting in Ame'rica.. Its cost's and benefits, along with

.ccists-and benefits of alternative gulatory options will
1'

be examined in an effort to arrive it modifications in

the regulatory structure that employs the broadcasters'

profit motive/3 to encourage public.interest behavior by

the bioadcalter.



Br9adcasti1Kror The Broadcaster

The AMerican systelm of broadcasting is pnimarily.

dommercially based.2 yhere is nothing inherent to broad-

casting that dictates a commerciall3i based system. Indeed,

the American'system is unique in its reliance onbcommercial

suppAt. Commercial broadcast stations'are owned primarily

by'corporations and ihdivAduals,seeking to make a profit

from their invetments. The licensee's profit-maximizing

behavior manifests itself in several predibtable directions.

BroadcaOters.Positioning In The Marketplace

A strong'position in the marketplace is important.to
Aentrepreneurs regardles of whether or not they are in

broadcasting.' It is of p rticular significance-in broadcasting

because the market is grid Aas been limited or finite. This

feature is more iMportant in broadcasting than in other

markets. For,eMple, a shoe store could double in size

and choose to i-emain open 24 hours,a day, seven days a week,

without 'physically preemp.ting another shoe store from opening.

.in'the'same towl. Because onay one broadcast'station may

ipe on the air om any particular (or adjacent) frequency
)

at any one loction and tinie, and because the nuMber,of

available frequencies is strictly limited,.the'existenct

of one broadcast statiop on,the Air precludes ahother. And

since'the broadcaster pays no "yent". for the use of the

broadcast frequency, he has an incentive to. use as much
/

4

frequenCy space for as long a period as possible. Ii-was

this'spation that led to -the acquisAtion by AAM. radio

licensees of Ro-located P.M. channels on which theyso often.

4
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Air)

broadcast -Ole same programming, carried on their AIM. channel.

Similarly, daytime'-only A.M. stations generally seek authority

to broadcast at night, low Rower stations seek higher-
)

power, and cledr channel stations.seek retentilon of their

dominant frequency and power allocations. Even where there

some costs involved in inCreasing coverage area/time (such

as the 'added expense of morelstaff, tiOOsters and franslaters,

, satellite equiptthent, etc.),many broadcasters opt for increasing

their use of the spectrum. Predictably, existing broadca ers

have also opposed innovations that would result in an:increase

in the number of signals.available to'the public.3

No.

Broadcasters Search For P ofits

Commercial broadcasting is in the business of selling

audiences to advertisers. Given channel time, location, and

power restrictions, ,statiqns camincre'ase their profits by

most effectively spending their resources to et and sell

the desired audience. In terms of maximizing prffits,

tHere is pressure td attract the types.of audience advertisers

will pay the most for with programming that costs the least

per sought audience member delivered. "Normally, the largest
?

Single operating cost of any statiomip for salaries and wages.

The program department usually is the.'most expensive statir

unit'in terms of splaries, wages and benefits." 4 There is

economic pressure toliavoid spending mohey on Programming that

doesn't maximize profits. 1:)rograms'that attract smala or

undesired audiences carpt.often be justifiedln a revenue

-generating basis. Expensive locally produced programs that

attract large and deeired.audiences may not be as cost effective

5

.
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as (and thus may be replaced by) network, syndicated, or

autoWated programs "that cbst the broadcaster less to air.

As a means of reducing expenses, broadcasters may'

attempt to keep-administrative _costs to a minimum, eliminating

those not related to the statinn's financial well being.

Broadcasters, who are willfng to spend money collecting audience

preference data, miiht not choose tormally ascertain the'
'dr

community's needs. poi' are there strong economic justifications
,

for keeping public inspection records and files,.complying

.with affirmative action programs, filling out increasingly

complex and demandine license renewal forms, Or avoiding

the economies ufferedby joint or conglomerate ownetship'.

Nevertheless, it can still be rational for profit-seeking

broadcasters to take some actions that are less than profit

maximizing if sup actions increase the security of the

broadcaster's license to operate.

It must also be noted that not every profit7spek1ng

broadcaster isiin the bi4oapast business purely to maxirLe

profits. As with any business, broadcasting and the reasons

for entering broadcasting are cotplex-and cannot fairlylbe

judged simplY on the basis of ecohomics.
.4

Broadcasting For The Society

broadcasting'serveS manT socital functions. It helps

Isell products and lifestyles. It serves as a babysitter and

an educator. It entertainp"and it sedates. Broadcasting.is

a mass medium capable of reqiching nearly every .home in
\

America-sirrltaneously. Never before were so many Americans

able'to share so many of tie same man-made experiences as is

)possible now with broadcasting.

-

,\
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Thetions. that we-use ihe broadcast media. for sd.many s

differentfputposes, that there are so many different individuals

with different needs/expectations of the broadcast'med*ia, and

that.this sO6,iety is generally thought to be-s4portive of

plUralistic interests, support the contehtion that,broad-

casting'can best serve society by recognizing not only. the.

common links.among Americans, but the distinguishing'

hq
factors as well, andNserving the various sub-:group and

f

individuafneeds. In other words, a successful broadcast

system in America is a relevant cornmunication 3ystem.
2-1

Relevant in thhtlthe content of the medium fulfills the needs

of the individuals attending broadcast statiors. And be=

cause our needs are boundto be tempered by ou backgrounds,

our place in time, and our location, a diverse set'of choices

0

on broa a t stations can best meet the medium's potential to

.ser e sotiety. That being the case, society would:be, well

seHred by a multitude of broadcast stations.carrying a wide

array f voioa,s and.content. If the American society supportsi
1

the co1cept of soeia.1 and cultural pluralism, broadcAsting can.

maximize public good by providing programg relevant to large

numbers of sub-populations. In addition', a broadca:st system

designed to carry a wiAe array of voices would serve Sociely

better than one carrying a more limited number of voices.

More people will be. served by broadeasting.where

broadcasting as a system is diverse and supplies .the aUdience.

with many program choices. Diversity can be justified on

soeialryhilosophical grounds. It can also be shown to be
,1

the popular choice of Am4Dans. Diversity is what the majority

cif American Ames are buying w.hen given the opportunity'to

S.
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subscribe to cable television, by purchasing-4.M. 'radios

to supplement their A.M. radi:a service, etc.

The Structure of American Commercial Broadcasting

The structure of the media Ilas a large impact t e

con'tent of the media, and broadcasting's structure is

fundamentally shaped by the regufhtory environment it operates

in. Regulation in America is particularly useful when it

protects the public from the machinations of an imperfect

EraZiletplace and. when it eillulater marketplace pressures td

encourage a more sensitive marketplace. Indeed, the Federal

Communications Commission was established
1'

EfJor the purpose af regulating interstate and foreign

commerce in communication by wire and radio so as to

make available, so far as passible, to all the people

of the United States a rapid, efficient, Nation-wide,

and world-wide . comMunicatiOn service . . . .5

The Commission was also charged with the responsibility for.

"generally encouraefing] the larger and more effective use of
\

radio in the public interest." 6

A f The 1934 Communications Act, Which provides the essential
, -

framework Yor broadcast regulation in the U.S. today And

which closely mirrored the 1927 Radio Act, establiéhe'd a

system of non-governMent broadcasting which is privately

owned though uses (without any awnership rights or redal.feep)

a limited public' resources the electromagnetic spectrum. Broad-
,

,mast licenses, which are good for three years and aretenewabl

are allocated in such la %lay as to define broadcasting pr1mark.y

as a local servicep .Licensees are responsible for what is aired
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on their stations and generally hRve the power to grant..cir

deny,access, to individuals and issues. While regulations such

'asthe 1960 Programming.Policy State(iient provide some indication

-as'to the kinds of programming the FCG deems appropriate, with

the exception of the Fairness Dootrine and the "Facilities

for carMidates for public office" section of-,the Communications

Act, brdhdcastprs are free to air or exclude whAtpver they

want. Still, broadcasters aye corNidered public trustees and /

may be required to show that'the operations of their stations

are in thb,-/pubiic interest. 8
The FCC does."not monitior broadcast

content; rather it relies on complaints from VIR public dr
,

other broadcasters and the broadcastetsv own regords to

-
point'out'possible violations Of Commission rules and regulations.

The American broadcast s'ystem is a complex*.one made'up

of large corporate absentee broadaEtAs as well as small

iividua1ly4owned statinns, operatirig in a fairly stable)4

but sometimes.threate 'ng environment., There are over eight
s)

thousand commercial b(adcast-statio Iput littlt difference

in the programming from one to ilotheA With.statinns licensed

to eyen small towhs, there2 is much opportunitY for localism,

but-few leconomic inaentives to e-ncourage it. .The cost of
./. .

(.. ,

that largely unused opportunity is the loss of the potential

abundance of rece,ivable stations. 9 While the public Imis
.(

limited opportunities-to influence the selection of licensees

and their reAewals, the prodessis a lengthy, exPensive one

accompanied by little or no economic benefits:

We are left with a highly,. .engaging masS communication

systeml° grounded in two diffe ent and someiimeb contrary

:reasons for beings profit;making and servtng the public
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interest. These different _goals and the reg4lations designed

to strike some balance between thtm can be-the cause of

frustration to thote participatin'g ('or wishing to,participate)

in the.American broadcast system.
11

he regulatory environ,

ment and reward System are somewhat'contrived and ineffidient.

.They structurally encourage prolongeddelayed,'expensime

stop-gap.compromises. This need not be the case. The situation
,

can be improved by modifying or redsigning* the system- fo

(as much aSTibAsible) structurally encourage the development

of broadcastihg as the society would like to define it. For

the sake of examination, I suggest society's.definition,bf
4

the "best" broadcast system be &entered around the(incept of

-diversity,12and broadcasters' in'terests as profit maximization'

and stabliity. It might also be fp society's best Interest

to have-the consumers of the spectrum resource, 'the broadcasters,

pay some fee for their use-of the spectrum. With these

considerations in mind, an examination of rec.ent proposed

broadcast regulatory Changes is in order. 13 ,

License Terms

Broadcast Re ulatory Alternatives

. )

14Al1 of the House and Senate'bills would extend

radio station licenses- from their current three years to

an "indefinite" p d of tiMe. The House bills would

lengthen television license terms.to five years, allow two \

consecutive renewals, and then make television license terms.-.
OF -7
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/"indefinite" as well. S. .611 would lengthen television license

_terms to five years; S. 622 would keep the tfiree rear'

term for television licenses in the largest..twinty five

markets, extend it to four years in markets 26-100, and five

years in,smaller markets. In all cases, licenses woule be

subject:to.revocation in extreme situations(as is now the case)

Unless the FCC markecUy changed its/ record of inter-
4.

vention'in mid-license period, broadcasters would'find longer

(or indefinite)licenses mehning lower regu1ati-6n-related
*

expenses and greater security. Broadcasters would-be freer

dr, .- to take the revenue saved from admisitrative costs aS

additionalyrofits or plow them back into more expensive

programming.. Unless the broadcaster had not already been

profit maximizing by airing the most pi:ofitable programming

possible, put4ng the saved moneyinto programming would be

counterproductive. Rathe4than' put more money inte,programming,

it is likely that broadcasters, feeling insulated from

governemnt interference, would reduce the amount of programmin

that did not serve directly to maximize profits.

The pubic would have less opportunity tha is presently ..

the.case to review licensees' renewal,applications. Potential

broadcasters wishing to air more diverse programming

than might currently be available would have a much more
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di1filfnaft,timel'Aista1snin,,--1icens6 in the-communities

where aal t1e are fiaIng 'used. The economic incentive
' . . .,--,

.

,. .

-

for the broadcaster,anethe diyqrs,ity'interests of
,.

, ..
soicety, do not become consOnant Advent

A license terms.

Renewal Standards nnd Procedures

of longer.;

Thare are no renewal standards fois radio stations in any

o the bill.9 because radio station licenses would not expire.

4

During tpe ten years before television,licenses would become

indefinite term licneses in the House bills, there would be

'no-comparative hearings.,, The Commissi,cin would have to

revoke the indumbant's lite0e before it could consider

another applicatIon for that frequency. If that were to

happen, or if there were to be a vacant Channel, and MOre
66.

than one potential licensee were to apply for that channel,

. the Commission would have to choose the new licensee by ,

a process of random selection. S. 611 does 'not mandate any

'changes in the 'present renewal system for television except

to preclude Commission consideration of media holdings .i5f the

krenewal applicant. S. 622 calls for the CommiSsibn,to de-

termine Whethe'r a television license renewal applicant

Illbsubstantially met the probleMsu needs, and intere-i-8ts

of the repidentS of its sert0.4 area VI, its program setvices
,

12..
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and (2).whether.the operation,gf
.

statinn has not

been characterized bY Qerio4s defipienbies: If the

,

I

C mMission makes such findinis,,th tenewat shall be
. *

granted."15

If the renewal applicant is m,et wit coMPeting"application,

the Cotimission could terminate ttle. co rati-ve process and

renew the license upon finding the ileum t has met the

renewal criteria (regardless.. of the prom es made by the

chaAenger).

All of these'revisions would increase the aecurity of

the broadcast licensee. None are designed to eneourage

greater diversity or access, and because diversity and access

may not be.in the broadcasters' best interest', they may I

be less likely than 'now to meet"those concerns khowing their
11

licenses are secure.

Ownership Limits

'H.R. 13015 would have limited broadcast station owners

to one station.per'market,. H.R. 331i allows One prty't

own one A%M., .01111A F.M., and onetelevision station in any

one market. 'H.R. 13015 wall limited 'owners to i

imam* of five radio eitatims and five television Stations
%- , p

*f

(of'which 'no more than three TV,st&tions couid have 'been in

'N.

!Ss
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the top fifty mark,ets)06 H.R. 333 i does not limit the 4number

of radia stations one owner may pwn, ard aliows seven

television statibfts (regardless of maiicit size) per owner..
lf.

'The-Senate bi(11s would make'no changes ip the present regulations.V
1 PP

The removal of radio ownership limits "and the loosening
;

of television ownership limits suggested by It.R. 3333 fly in

the face of diversity.

Content Reguiation

All of lhe Apuse and Senate bills (except S. 611) and

the FCC'S Notice of Inquii-Y on deregulation of radio,.

14pear to remov9 some or most program replation facing
4

broadcasters. The result would be less Commission-directed

ymperwork for the licensees. In addition there would be

lics leverage for citil'en grouPs (or other non-broadcasters)

to use in orde
11

to Ot access to the broadcast media or less

kofitable programming aired. License challengers would

have-less t ',.ease their challenges on.

Deregulating broadcasting would make the jobs of the.
. /

Commission and broadcasters easier, but would do nothing

to-promote jr ensureAbmadcast diversity or easier access.

-Licensee Fees',

Each of the biiis proavides for fees to be collected'from

14
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4;3 ,tybroadcasters. Dile Hduse bins would atteppt to incorporate ;

4

into these foes a function of what -Oe 'use.of the public

spectrilm Womld be worih. 'The S'enate bills wotO.d bit'sé fects)

on the cost.of regulating broadcasters.

4
vThe addition-of substantial fees, in and-of themselves,

would run counter 'to.broacicasters' attempts to profit

'maximize. 'While H,R: 13015 would have used part bf the

.revenue from the fees to support public broadcasting, rural

and miAority owned telecommunicatinn systems, and thus

could be considered to aid diversity and access, none of the

more recent bills earmark the fee revenue for SpecifiC

uses (other than paying fOr ,the cost of regulation). Such
1

general and undirected fees would not, in and of themselves,'

4further the"s-ocial goals relating to broadcasting.

A Proposal

A major problem with the existing and proposed broadcast

regulations is tha broadcasters, 4.n order to meet society's

goals, ofterchave to do file antithesis of what 'they would

normally do to profit maximize:. This need not alwaysibe the ,

case. There are ways to regulate broaftasting so that it will

be in the broadcasters'. economic interest to support

behaviors 'that will lead to greater diversity.

15
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Absuming an equitable base spectrum fee could.be devised

ta ieflect.the value of the spectrum spacb each broadcaster

uées, it i possible to build,into that fee a flexibility

designed to. vecognIze and encourage socially desirable behavior
01.

.on the part df the broadcasters. Examples of such fee

structure components are discussed below.

(a) Fees could be based, at least inrpart,, on the percentage'

of local usable spectrum space a broaddaster uses. This

would provide an economic incentNre for broadcasters to

encolrage and use technology that would Inake it pospible fOr

them to broadcastsusing'nai.rower ipands-of the spectrum

thus resulting in mor'T frequendies being available for

broadcast' use.

15resently, most broadcasters have ac43tong economic

incentive to use_as muctk of the speCtrumr. *hey can. The

wider their spectrum band, the less precibe (and perhaps

less expensive) their transmitting equipment must be, and

more importantly, the less room there is for admpetition

from additional spectrum users. Along the same lines,

UsEJ
with a percent-of-spectrUmAfee, there would suddenly be

some incentive for existing broadcasters to support-

(or at least be less liXely to oppose) research and development

16
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efforts designed-to find way6 of making heretotor unusable
1

portions of the speclrum usable for broadcasting. Given s*ch

a fee s:tructure, broaddasters might well, for the firat t te;'

be in the position of .favori,ng pO1icies that would tend to

increase the nuMber of broadc t outlets. Inasmuch as policy-

making is_a political 'process, pport by the regulated industi-y
.

e

would do much to enhance the prospects of pro-competitive

policlea seeing 1ruition: 16
Additional Competition could do

much to giv the public(s) more programming alternatives

thereby satis ng diverse audience tastes without 'the FCC

having to impose cumberSome programming regulations the

Aight begin.to im inge on 'the-Firsi Amendmept.

(b) If a par ICU ar type of particularly expensive lor less

profitable) program category was deemed to be socially

desirable, the spectrum fee for an individual broadcaster

could decrease a6 the amount of such programing increased

(measured in airtime or revenue spent on such programming).

The broadcaster would ultimately have the choice to take

advantage of the.inceltive or not. Such a scheme would make

socially desirable programming that might normally.be less

profitable than the lowest common denominator mass appeal'

netwerk/syndicated programming moreleconomicatly competiti9e.

hA similar formula might be establiqed to encourage a 'programming
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typm that is deficipnt in a particular,market. If there were

e$ classical gr Sazz music programs on radio stationsifil a &

particular market, for example (prebumably-becauve other formatit
1

or programs would be more profitable) the firdt broadcaster
)

to air such programming could get a reduction in the spectrum

fee which would offset the lower profits such Programming

would produce. (Note that the fgrmula does not presume any

one type of program is inherently better or more socially

desirable than another, it isssimpiy designed to encourage

diversity.) ,

(c) To encourage diversity in the ownership and control of

broadcast outlets available to listeneVali stations agreeing to

share time on one frequency could get significant fee reductions

(regardless of what the licensee did on the air).

While each of the fee structures, mentioned here

operate differently, each is administratively possible and

could (ih combination with others or not) substantially

contribute tO'bcoadcast diversity and enfiance the broa4st

marketplace)thereby having a "becondary effect of lessening

tbe need for FCC prograriming regulation.

Using the Spectrum Fee Revenues

Broadcast spectium fee.ievenue could be us tojOteport
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1

diversity. In that way, not only,could the fee stx7qcture bte

deSigened to.onqourage diversIty, but the 4,_,veaglig could also

e
be used to support pifuic welAre.in line with the overall

go*l of di;tersity:
would be important that the.,

.

fee revenueenot be split so many ways as to become incapable'

of making any.major contribiptdons, the fee revenues might

go to support' dny or all of the following%types of endeavors. a

(a) Support research atiempts to support,the technical cap-

ability to use the spectrum more efficiently (by allowing

smaller band width's fgr individual dtations, ipereading the

range of usable spectrum, more.accurately directionalizing

broadcast signals, .etc.). More' efficient use of .the spectrum

-might lead to more stations being available to listeners, and

more stations being available in the marketplace would tend
A

to enhance the pressure for program diversity.

(b) Lower interconnect transmission rates particularly

for regional or specializeld networks either wi!th subsidies or

by helppg to develop technology that would lend itself to

lower trafismi'ssion costs. Additional ease in specialized'

networking would make it 'more' feasible to do and di6tribu4

limtted appeal programming profitably.

(c) Help.fund alternative programming production sources.

This might be Icomplished by making available low-inerest
-set1.9

-
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lpans.to burgfioning production houses, or through arts grants

administered by,lzkn natkonal endowment council. A condition

.of'such a loanJor grant could be that the resulting .program-.

be either a non-profit venture (which would be sold to

sstations or sponsors at a low cost) or a sustainihg program

(given free to stations which would not be permitted to ineert

commercial adversitements in the programp thereby avoiding the

pressure -0) do-programming that meets advertisers' needs).

(d) . Help fund diversificatinn of broadCatiit station awnerph4

and-management. Women, milwrity,non-media owners, Or other

such groups could qualify to receive low-inter'est loaps/grants

for the purchase of a single broadcast outlet: Funds might

similarly be-made available to help support yianagement

training programs or dcholarships to,help those traditionally

excluded from mangagement pOsitioris.to receive the training

I

necessary to successfully move into management.

(e) Non-commercial broadcast stations, production centers,

and/or distibution functinns could benefit from the fee

revenues) which could_serve as the guaranteed:.

insulated funding public broadcasting has been lacking.

Both the number and quality of stations and programs coOld

increase as a result of such financial help: and because

non-commercial broadcasting should riot have ito concern
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itailf with pleasing advertisers or drawing large.audiences of

the_type advertisers find desirable, ci4rammint5 could be

innoVative, experimental, and different from that offered 'on

commercial statidns.

(f) Finally; when license'or spectrum fees,haye been discussed

or considered in the past,'those in government considering the

issue have-generally suggested using'all or most of the fee,

revenues.to Dr the expense'of regulating broadcasting

(i.e., pay fpr the FCC n full or in part). 'While such a
i;s41,

4

it wOuld douse of the revenue,might be politically sagacious,

nothing to foster the,goal,of diversity. Due to the high

,costs involved in broadcasting (particularly televiion),

spek'ing anyr_Of the fee revenue' to support the FCC rather'than.

to support the types of things discussed here would be tantamount

to abandoning the coneepI.of using the fee structure and
Nth,

revenue8 to seriolisly encourage broaddast diversity.

Comments

It is not difficult tolikesee some objections being

made to the market-manipulating fee,Eytrubtures suggested in
.

this proposal. Some critics 'may suggest that such fee tórmulae

would inhibit broadcasters' freedome. This is a falacious

argument.' None of the structures requires broadcasters to.

.74

do anything different ..than they' might otherwise do. All encourage

:21 .1
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andtrecoinize broadcasters' efforts at proflt maximization.'
o0

The existingotructure of-broadcasting, as set up by th
,

A government, is far from a free or competitive market,. nor

is it generally open for *entry' by new partiCipants. In the

.4.1).;

present system (wiTh.the limited number of channelsAwaiIable),..

broadcasters have a government-sanctioned economic incentiv*V.,

'albeit perhaps an unintentional one -- to.air mass appeal

lowest common denominator prpgratming. The fee structures

discussed here would merely modify the existing artificially

Imposed economic incentives to encourage greater diversity,,

while giving the broadcster more freedom to run his business

.4,

as he sees fit.

Btottdcatertrshouldtpay for the spectrum resource they

'use. It is important that whatever form of payment is

adopted, its structure and revenues be used to further encourage

a more full and satisfying brosAast system for the American:130%4)1e%

r
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controversiAl issues they pvesene regardless of the ability or villingnessof' anyone to p#y for that time. Sees ,Cullman Broadcasting Co.,,40 FCC 516 (1963).
Q.1

2Diversit*as a goal has( been espoused. ofien. This could include-

..

.- 1
.

) both the liateneti' .ability to select from many diverse choices arid/or
the ability of diverse.Oups to get accevs to the air to "speak."
.See note 8, supra.

,

. .
.

13 i

In a1dit090.::to general comments and observations, proposed
broadcast reguk :O4t béing.discussed will be plose introduced in"A.R. 130150 95V .,..,:g.0:2d Sess..(11978); H.R. 3333, 96th Cong., 1st Sess.
(1979); S. 61,44,1X-rCOntg., 1st Sess. (1979), S. 622, 96th CongIpst
Sess. (1.97996164.10otice of Inovilry and Proposed Rulemaking;
Deregulation of41400".44 Fed. Reg.-57,636 7,723 (1979). .

r

, -14
See ote 14, suptil.

..k.15S.
622, Sec-. 312 (eY, 'note 13, supra.

.
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For an excellent diScussion of broadcast polieymaking, see:

--Erwin C. Krasnow and Lawrence D. Longley, The Polities of Broadcast
Regulation (2d. ed-0 New York: St.. Martin's Press, 1978).
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